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Probabilities of vibronic transitions in molecules are referred to as Franck-Condon factors (FCFs).
Although several approaches for calculating FCFs have been developed, such calculations are still
challenging. Recently it was shown that there exists a correspondence between the problem of
calculating FCFs and boson sampling. However, if the output photon number distribution of boson
sampling is sparse then it can be classically simulated. Exploiting these results, we develop a method
to approximately reconstruct the distribution of FCFs of certain molecules. We demonstrate this
method by applying it to formic acid and thymine at 0 K. In our method, we first obtain the marginal
photon number distributions for pairs of modes of a Gaussian state associated with the molecular
transition. We then apply a compressive sensing method called polynomial time matching pursuit
to recover FCFs.
I. INTRODUCTION
In theoretical molecular spectroscopy, the goal is to ob-
tain better understanding of changes in molecular struc-
ture and force field due to transitions by analyzing spec-
tra of molecules. Of importance is the vibronic spec-
tra of molecules, where the spectral lines correspond to
transitions between two vibrational levels of electronic
states. The probabilities of transitions between these
levels is given by Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) which
determine the intensities of the spectral lines. Given a
vibronic spectrum, knowing which transitions contribute
to observed spectral lines is helpful in testing a variety of
molecules before synthesizing the most appropriate one
for a particular application. Such applications include
synthesizing new drugs and increasing the efficiency of
solar cells among others [1–3]. Therefore, it is relevant
to develop algorithms to compute FCFs.
According to the Franck-Condon principle, the elec-
tronic levels of molecules are modelled as multi-mode
quantum harmonic oscillators (HO). Therefore, the
vibronic wavefunctions are multi-dimensional Hermite
polynomials; and their overlaps are the transition proba-
bilities (FCFs). There are infinitely many possible transi-
tions from a given ground state to excited states. More-
over, even if we truncate the maximum number of ex-
cited states, the number of transitions scales exponen-
tially with the number of atoms of the molecule. Also,
calculating the overlap of Hermite polynomials is com-
putationally challenging [4]. These reasons contribute
to the difficulty in simulating the vibronic spectra of
molecules.
There exists a classical recursive method to generate
FCFs developed by Doktorov [5]. However, this method
is inefficient with respect to both computing time and
memory required. Recently, several other approaches
[6–9] have been developed which improve upon previous
methods. Another work [10] explores the connection be-
tween FCFs and graph theory.
In this paper, by applying compressive sensing [11–
15], we develop an alternate method to approximately
reconstruct the distribution of FCFs. Compressive sens-
ing techniques, introduced in the seminal papers [11–15],
are particularly useful for recovering sparse distributions
from compressively sensed data. These techniques pro-
vide an efficient procedure to reconstruct a large but
sparse data set. In such techniques, compressively sensed
data y is linearly related to a large unknown data set x
via a measurement matrix A, i.e. y = Ax. Although this
system of linear equations is underdetermined, owing to
the sparsity of the dataset to be reconstructed, various
algorithms [11, 16–21] for efficient recovery of x have been
developed. These techniques have then been applied in
various fields such as image reconstruction [22], commu-
nications [23], medical imaging [24], and quantum states
tomography [25].
In [26], following the work of [5], it was noted that there
exists a parallel between molecular vibronic transitions
and Gaussian boson sampling [27]. In this paradigm,
it is possible to express the excited state as a Gaussian
state [28], which is obtained by a Gaussian evolution of
the ground state. FCFs can then be obtained as the
probabilities of various photon number configurations of
this excited state. However, finding the probabilities of
various photon number distributions of a Gaussian state
is known to be in the complexity class #P [10, 29].
If the photon number distribution of the Gaussian
state is sparse, then it is possible to recover this dis-
tribution approximately. This is possible by calculat-
ing the marginal photon number distributions over a few
modes of the Gaussian state and then applying compres-
sive sensing techniques to recover the full distribution.
This idea was first explored in [30]. The calculation of
marginal photon number distributions over a few modes
of the Gaussian states is computationally tractable. By
employing a technique developed in [10], the probabilities
of marginal photon number distributions can be calcu-
lated as loop-Hafnians of certain matrices related to the
Gaussian state (Section II B).
Our contribution is to develop a method to approx-
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2imately reconstruct the distribution of FCFs. To this
end, we apply polynomial time matching pursuit
(PTMP) [30] defined in Section II C. This is a first-order
greedy algorithm which is a modification of the matching
pursuit algorithm [16]. With this modification, the run-
time of PTMP is polynomial in the number of modes of
the excited Gaussian state. Since the number of modes
is in general 3Na−6 where Na is the number of atoms of
the molecule, PTMP is efficient when dealing with large
molecules.
The key step of PTMP, which is also its computational
bottleneck, is the identification of a column of the mea-
surement matrix A which has the largest overlap with a
specified vector in each iteration of the algorithm. This
maximization procedure would typically take the time
of the order of the size of the matrix A. However, if
only the marginal photon number distributions of near-
est neighbor modes are considered, then the problem can
be mapped to an optimization in a 1-D Ising model [30].
The task is then to find the highest energy configuration
of a 1-D classical spin chain with the Ising Hamiltonian
which can be efficiently obtained.
In Section III, we demonstrate the feasibility of PTMP
and analyze its performance in practice. We do this by
approximately reconstructing the distributions of FCFs
of two molecules: formic acid (7 mode symmetry block)
in Section III A and thymine (26 mode symmetry block)
in Section III B.
II. METHODS
A. Gaussian transformation corresponding to a
vibronic transition
Let us introduce a general formalism for describing
bosonic Gaussian states [31–34]. We write the boson cre-
ation and annihilation operators for a given mode u as
aˆ†u and aˆu respectively, where we have the commutation
relations [aˆ†u, aˆv] = δuv. Here, δuv is the Kronecker delta.
For notational simplicity, we write the annihilation and
creation operators of all theN modes as a vector of length
2N as
~ˆ
ζ = (aˆ1, . . . , aˆN , aˆ
†
1, . . . , aˆ
†
N ) (1)
≡
(
ζˆ1, ζˆ2 . . . ζˆN , ζˆN+1, . . . , ζˆ2N
)
. (2)
A Gaussian state can be uniquely specified by its covari-
ance matrix σ and its mean vector ~β. In our convention,
the covariance matrix corresponding to a state ρ is de-
fined as
σuv =
1
2
Tr
[
ρ{ζˆu, ζˆ†v}
]
− Tr
[
ρζˆu
]
Tr
[
ρζˆ†v
]
, (3)
where {·, ·} represents the anti-commutator; and the
mean vector is a column vector defined as
~β = Tr[ρ
~ˆ
ζ]. (4)
An electronic transition of a molecule defines a new
set of vibrational modes which are displaced, distorted
and rotated with respect to the vibrational modes of the
ground vibronic states. As the electronic excitation of
the molecule may change forces between atoms as well as
their mutual positions, the multi-mode HO correspond-
ing to the excited state is usually expressed in a different
coordinate system. If written in terms of normal coordi-
nates, the change of the coordinate system is described
by a linear relation [35]
q′ = Uq + d, (5)
where U is an orthogonal matrix referred to as the
Duschinsky matrix, d is the displacement vector, and q
and q′ are the initial and final coordinates respectively.
These parameters may be determined based on ab initio
calculations of molecular structures.
In Heisenberg picture, the transition between the two
states can be expressed in terms of a transformation of
the ladder operators of the multi-mode quantum har-
monic oscillator. This transformation is a Bogoliubov
transformation, and is strictly related to the transfor-
mation of the normal coordinates given in (5). It was
originally derived by Doktorov [5] and used recently to
show the analogy between the vibronic molecular system
and Gaussian boson sampling [26]. The transformation
is
aˆ
′† =
1
2
(
J − (JT )−1) aˆ+ 1
2
(
J + (JT )−1
)
aˆ† +
~δ
2
, (6)
= αaˆ+ βaˆ† +
~δ
2
, (7)
with
J = Ω′UΩ−1, (8)
~δ =
Ω′d√
~
, (9)
Ω′ = diag (ω′1, . . . , ω
′
N )
1
2 , (10)
Ω = diag (ω1, . . . , ωN )
1
2 , (11)
where U is the Duschinsky rotation matrix and d the
displacement vector from (5), and {ω′k} and {ωk} are
the harmonic angular frequencies of the final and initial
states respectively. These variables are specified for a
given molecule.
At any given temperature, the vibrational modes of
the ground state of the molecule are in a thermal state
ρi which is a Gaussian state. Since the evolution of the
vibrational modes is specified by the Bogoliubov trans-
formation in (6), the final state of the molecule ρf is also
a Gaussian state. Therefore, we can apply the Gaus-
sian formalism in order to find the covariance matrix and
mean vector of the final Gaussian state. The evolution
of the covariance matrix is given as
σf = SσiS
T , (12)
3where σf is the covariance matrix corresponding to the
final state ρf , and σi is the covariance matrix correspond-
ing to the initial state ρi. In our convention,
S =
[
α β
β∗ α∗
]
,
where α and β are defined as in (7). Since α and β
are real, we can simplify the evolution of the covariance
matrix as
σf = SσiS. (13)
Let ~df be the mean vector corresponding to the state
ρf , and let ~di be the mean vector corresponding to the
state ρi. Then the mean vector evolves as
~df = S~di +
~δ√
2
, (14)
where ~δ is defined in (7). In this work, we assume that
the initial ground state is at 0 K, and is thus a vaccuum
state. Therefore, the initial covariance matrix σi is the
identity matrix, and the initial displacement di is a null
vector. We then evolve the state according to (6) with
the parameters specified by the molecule under consider-
ation. Finally, (13) and (14) completely specify the final
state.
To obtain the photon number distribution of a few
modes of a Gaussian state, we find the marginal states
corresponding to the considered modes. These marginal
states are also Gaussian. We can then obtain its covari-
ance matrix by simply eliminating the rows and columns
of the original state corresponding to the modes that are
not considered. Similarly, we can also construct the mean
vectors of marginal states.
The following subsection describes the procedure of
obtaining photon number distribution of these marginal
states.
B. Photon number distributions of Gaussian states
A technique for calculating probabilities of photon dis-
tributions of a Gaussian state was developed in [10, 29]
and made concise in [36]. We now outline the method
to calculate the probability of obtaining photon number
distributions of a Gaussian state ρ with covariance ma-
trix σ and mean vector ~β. For notational simplicity, we
define X as a 2N × 2N block matrix:
X =
[
0 1N
1N 0
]
. (15)
We also define σQ from the covariance matrix σ as:
σQ = σ +
1
2
12N . (16)
Following [36], we can then define
D = X
(
12N − σ−1Q
)
, (17)
γT = βTσ−1Q . (18)
In order to obtain the probability of a photon number dis-
tribution ~n = (n1 · · ·nN ) from the Gaussian state char-
acterized by σQ, we have the following steps:
1. Calculate matrix B as follows: For each i =
1, 2, · · ·N , the ith row as well as the (N + i)th row
of D are repeated ni times; and the i
th column as
well as the (N + i)th column of D are repeated ni
times. The resulting matrix B is a 2n¯ dimensional
square matrix where n¯ =
∑
ni.
2. Define a vector γ¯ of length n¯ as follows: For each
i = 1, 2, ...N , the ith element as well as (N + i)th
element of γ is repeated ni times.
3. Replace the diagonal entries of B with γ¯ so as to
obtain a matrix C .
The probability of obtaining a photon distribution ~n
is then
Prob(~n)ρ = F× lhaf(C) (19)
where
F =
exp
(
− 12 ~β†σ−1Q ~β
)
√
det(σQ)
∏N
i=1 ni!
, (20)
and the function lhaf is the loop-Hafnian defined as
lhaf(G) =
∑
M∈W
∏
(i,j)∈M
Gij , (21)
where W is the set of all the perfect matchings of a graph
G with loops. A detailed example of this construction is
shown in Appendix A.
Calculating loop-Hafnians of large matrices is not ef-
ficient [10]. In our approach, we restrict to two-mode
Gaussian states and limit the number of photons to three
photons per mode. This makes the calculation of loop-
Hafnians tractable. The algorithm we use for calculating
loop-Hafnians was obtained from [37].
As can be observed, C has several repeated columns
and rows. In such cases, one can also use a tailored for-
mula for structured matrices as given in [38] which allows
a faster calculation of loop-Hafnians.
The method outlined above is not defined when we are
interested in finding the vacuum probability of obtaining
vacuum in the final Gaussian state. This is because the
above procedure produces a zero-dimensional matrix C.
Fortunately, the vacuum probability is the overlap of two
Gaussian states for which there is an efficient formula
[39]. For a N -mode Gaussian state ρ with a covariance
4matrix σ and a mean vector ~β, the overlap with vacuum
is given as
Tr [ρ|0〉〈0|] =
exp
[
− 12 ~βT
(
σ + 1212N
)−1 ~β]√
det(σ + 1212N)
. (22)
This result could also have been obtained from (19) by
defining loop-Hafnians of zero-dimensional matrices as
one.
C. Polynomial time matching pursuit
Polynomial time matching pursuit (PTMP) is a mod-
ification of the standard matching pursuit iterative algo-
rithm [16] developed in the context of compressive sens-
ing for finding a sparse high-dimensional signal x that
fits a given low-dimensional measurement data y. The
transformation from y to x is given by a known rectan-
gular measurement matrix A, i.e., y = Ax. In the case
under consideration x is the vector of FCFs, and y is a
vector of marginal photon number distributions. Then,
A is defined as in [30]. For completeness, we provide the
exact form of A in Appendix B.
PTMP is applicable when y consists of nearest neigh-
bor marginal distributions. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Initialization: Define residue r0 = y and the recon-
structed vector x0 as the zero vector.
2. Support detection: In step i, find the index t of the
column of A with the maximum overlap with the
residue ri−1, i.e., t = arg maxt′(A
T ri−1)t′ .
3. Updating: Update the residue as ri = ri−1 − sAt,
where s is a chosen step size and At is a column of A
detected in the previous step. Also, update the tth
entry of the reconstructed vector as xit = x
i−1
t + s.
We continue the iteration until a stopping criterion is
met. For us, this criterion is when the elements of x sum
up to one. This ensures that the sum of the transition
probabilities is unity. We note that this modification of
matching pursuit relies on the non-negativity of vectors
and matrices involved. However, the procedure is easily
adaptable to the general case.
The bottleneck of this algorithm is the support detec-
tion part. Fortunately, when we consider only marginal
states of nearest neighbors, AT r has the structure [30]
AT r =
∑
m
hm,m+1, (23)
where the column vector hm,m+1 is defined as(
1⊗m−1 ⊗ (r0m,0m+1 , r0m,1m+1 , r0m,2m+1 ...)⊗ 1⊗N−m−1
)T
(24)
where N is the total number of modes and rnm,n′m+1 de-
notes the probability of having n photons in mth mode
and n′ photons in (m+ 1)th mode. Here, 1⊗l is a vector
of length Kl with all entries 1, where K − 1 is the max-
imum number of photons in a mode. So, AT r has the
structure of the nearest neighbour interaction Hamilto-
nian for 1−D spin chains [40].
The configuration of spins that maximizes the energy
of this system, and thereby the index of the maximum
entry of vector AT r, can be found efficiently using the
following iterative algorithm [41]:
E1(i1) = 0 (25)
Ek(ik) = max [Ek−1(ik−1) +Hk−1,k(ik−1, ik)] , k ≥ 2,
where matrix Hk−1,k with two arguments ik−1, ik is de-
fined by
Hk−1,k(ik−1, ik) = r(i−1)k−1,(i−1)k . (26)
In the original algorithm Ek(ik) is the optimized energy
of spins 1, ..., k assuming that spin k is in state ik. In each
step, for each column (ik) the maximization in (25) allows
us to find the index of the maximum entry in this column.
This index would indicate the state of k − 1 spins if the
kth spin was found in state ik in the final solution. In
each iteration, for each state of the currently considered
spin, we have a unique sequence of states of previous
spins that maximizes the energy. The final maximization
determines the correct sequence of states of entire spin
chain. This enables us to find the index of the maximum
entry of the vector that we are concerned with. The
efficiency of PTMP follows from the ability to efficiently
find the maximum energy configuration of a classical spin
chain in 1-D.
This procedure allows us to efficiently find the ap-
proximate distribution of sparse FCFs of molecules from
the photon number distributions of nearest neighbor
marginals. By sparse FCFs, we mean that either only
a few FCFs are non-zero or that just a few FCFs are
significantly higher than the rest.
III. RESULTS: SIMULATION OF FC FACTORS
We now demonstrate the algorithm described in Sec-
tion II C for formic acid and thymine.
A. Formic acid
As an example, let us consider formic acid. In par-
ticular, we analyze its 7-mode symmetry block with the
normal mode frequencies
(3629.9; 3064.9; 1566.5; 1399.7; 1215.3; 1190.9; 496.3)[cm−1]
(27)
for the electronic transition (11A′′) → (12A′). The pa-
rameters defining this transition are given in [26].
We obtain the marginal probabilities of photon num-
bers in adjacent modes, considering up to three photons
5FIG. 1. Franck-Condon factors for transitions between the
electronic ground state (11A′′) and vibrational states in the
electronic excited state (12A′) of formic acid at 0 K. The
blue lines with crosses is the spectrum obtained by the exact
Doktorov recursive method, the orange lines with circles is the
spectrum reconstructed from the nearest neighbors marginal
distributions by PTMP. The reconstruction quality ( the l1-
norm between the reconstructed distribution and the exact
one) is 0.2991.
per mode. This result was then used to reconstruct the
distribution of FCFs using PTMP. The step size in our
algorithm is chosen as s = 0.01, which necessitates no
more than k = 100 iterations of our algorithm. We do
not need to change the parameters s and k for larger
molecules.
As we consider a small molecule and limit the maxi-
mum number of photons per mode, the exact approach
by Doktorov is computationally tractable using a stan-
dard desktop computer. This enables us to plot the re-
sult of the reconstruction by PTMP together with the
exact spectrum in Figure 1. As a reconstruction qual-
ity measure, we use the l1−norm between the exact
FCFs (p) and the reconstructed FCFs (q) defined as
Dtr =
∑
i |pi − qi|.
The main lines shown in Figure 1 are described in Table
I. We observe that the main lines correspond to one, two,
and three photons excited in a particular mode. Our re-
construction also allows us to recognize lines correspond-
ing to simultaneous excitation in two different modes. In
our reconstruction of FCFs, we could have restricted the
total number of excitations to just a few or restricted the
excitations to only a few modes. However, the method
we use does not use any such assumption.
Since formic acid is small enough that its FCFs can be
reconstructed by other methods, we compare the per-
formance of PTMP with another compressive sensing
method. This method finds a solution which fits the
marginal distributions while minimizing it’s l1-norm. For
this, we use the constrained l1-norm minimization in
MATLAB using the CVX package [42]. The spectrum
thus obtained is plotted in Figure 2.
Wavenumber [cm−1] Photon number state Probability
0 0000000 0.2228
1566.5 0010000 0.31
3132.9 0020000 0.18
4699.4 0030000 0.07
1215.3 0000100 0.05
1399.7 0001000 0.01
2966.1 0011000 0.01
TABLE I. Main FCFs of formic acid reconstructed from
marginal distributions of photon numbers in the nearest
neighbor modes by PTMP. The modes correspond to the sym-
metry block with seven normal modes with wave numbers in
(27).
FIG. 2. Franck-Condon factors for transitions between the
electronic ground state (11A′′) and vibrational states in the
electronic excited state (12A′) of formic acid at 0 K. The
blue lines with crosses is the spectrum obtained by the exact
Doktorov recursive method, the orange lines with circles is the
spectrum of minimum l1-norm that fits the nearest neighbors
marginal distributions. The reconstruction quality (the l1-
norm between the reconstructed distribution and the exact
one) is 0.1988.
From Figure 1 and Figure 2, we observe that the
quality of the reconstruction is better while using norm-
minimization (0.1988) than while using PTMP (0.2911).
It is known that norm-minimization provides better so-
lutions than first order iterative algorithms like match-
ing pursuit. However, norm-minimization requires more
memory than first order iterative algorithms. Further,
norm-minimization scales badly with the size of the prob-
lem. In particular, it is inefficient for finding the distri-
bution of FCFs of thymine which we consider next. In
contrast, PTMP does not experience computational time
or memory problems.
6Wavenumber [cm−1] Photon Number State Probability
0 0 photon in all modes 0.1633
392.2 1 photon in 25th mode 0.14
532.2 1 photon in 23rd mode 0.12
690.7 1 photon in 21st mode 0.09
1315.0 1 photon in 14th mode 0.02
1575.5 1 photon in 8th mode 0.02
TABLE II. Main FCFs of thymine reconstructed from
marginal distributions of photon numbers in the nearest
neighbor modes by PTMP. The modes correspond to the sym-
metry block with 26 normal modes with wave numbers in (28).
B. Thymine
As the second example we consider thymine. Its vibra-
tional degrees of freedom can be decoupled into two sep-
arate blocks of 13 normal modes and 26 normal modes.
We consider the transitions at 0 K between the ground
electronic state (11A′′) and 26 vibrational modes of the
excited state (12A′) with normal frequencies as follows:
(3535.0; 3511.8; 3195.7; 3150.6; 2996.8; 1833.9; 1739.7;
1575.5; 1531.1; 1474.4; 1442.6; 1380.0; 1353.8; 1315.0;
1271.3; 1216.1; 1187.3; 995.9; 893.5; 766.6; 690.7; 581.6;
532.2; 444.4; 392.2; 293.8)[cm−1]. (28)
Obtaining the spectrum of thymine is more challenging
with standard techniques. This is because even if we re-
strict ourselves to transitions with no more than three
photons per mode, then the number of all possible FCFs
is 426. Due to this size, dealing with this molecule us-
ing standard methods such as the exact recursive Dok-
torov method is infeasible on standard desktop comput-
ers. Also, l1-norm minimizer can not deal with problems
of this size.
Based on the parameters of the transition provided
in [7, 43], we obtain the Gaussian state associated with
the excited state of the transition. Next, we find the
marginal states for nearest neighbor modes, and then find
their photon number distributions up to three photons
per mode. Finally, we apply the PTMP algorithm to find
the FCFs. We show the spectrum of FCFs of thymine in
Figure 3 and in Table II.
The approximate spectrum of FCFs of thymine pro-
duced by PTMP agrees well with the spectra produced
by other methods [7]. Although our method is not as
precise as the method given in [7], the computation is
faster. In particular, the calculations used to produce
the spectrum given in Figure 3 take only a few seconds
on a standard desktop computer. Observing the spectra
of FCFs of thymine, in contrast to that of formic acid, we
observe that the main lines correspond to single photon
transitions for different modes.
Let us comment on the sparsity assumption for our
method. We can observe that the exact spectrum of
FIG. 3. Franck-Condon factors for transitions between the
electronic ground state (11A′′) in 0 K and 26-vibrational
modes of an excited electronic state (12A′) of thymine. This
spectrum is recovered by PTMP from marginal distributions
for all nearest neighbor modes.
FCFs of thymine is not sparse [7, 26]. However, there
are six lines with significantly higher probabilities than
the other lines of the spectrum. This situation is similar
to a sparse signal in the presence of noise. We observe
that even though many small probability contributions
are present, we are still able to reconstruct the most sig-
nificant lines of the spectrum. This shows that our algo-
rithm does not demand strict sparsity of FCFs. However,
recognizing the lines with lower probabilities is out of the
reach and beyond the scope of this approach.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we develop an efficient classical method
to approximately reconstruct the distribution of FCFs
of large molecules. This reconstruction is possible with
an efficient compressive sensing algorithm which uses
marginal photon number probability distributions as
compressively sensed data. We define and test the perfor-
mance of the polynomial time matching pursuit (PTMP)
algorithm which allows us to efficiently reconstruct the
main peaks of molecular vibronic spectra even for large
molecules.
Our method is restricted to spectra which are sparse
or spectra with just a few FCFs significantly larger than
the rest. In the case of decreasing sparsity we would
need more marginal distributions to reliably reconstruct
significant FCFs. In such a case, instead of two nearest
neighbor modes we could consider three or more near-
est neighbor modes. PTMP can be easily adapted to
and will still be efficient in this case. However, the com-
putational time for calculating loop-Hafnians increases
exponentially with the number of modes which restricts
the method.
Since we study FCFs at temperature 0 K, we can as-
7sume that each mode of the final state is occupied by only
few photons. However when the temperature is finite, the
initial state of the molecule is a thermal state with the
average number of photons in a mode obeying the Bose-
Einstein distribution. For a typical molecule (say formic
acid), even for a relatively low temperature of about 1 K,
the average number of photons in a mode is of the order
of 103. This implies that marginal distributions contain-
ing relatively few photons are improbable. In such cases,
although the matrices of whose loop-Hafnians are to be
calculated are huge, they are highly structured matrices
with only a few dissimilar rows/columns. Then, we can
employ the method of Kan [38] to calculate such loop-
Hafnians. This can be a subject of future studies.
Finally, the method of FCFs recovered from marginal
distributions by compressive sensing may be improved
by introducing algorithms other than PTMP. This can
include gradient pursuit introduced in [18] as discussed
in [30]. We also think that orthogonal matching pursuit
[21] can be adapted for this purpose.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Photon number distributions of a
Gaussian state
As an example of calculating the photon number dis-
tribution of a multimode Gaussian state, consider a two
mode Gaussian state described by a covariance matrix σ
and a mean vector β as follows:
σ =

σ11 σ12 σ13 σ14
σ21 σ22 σ23 σ24
σ31 σ32 σ33 σ34
σ41 σ42 σ43 σ44
 , (A1)
β =
[
β1 β2 β3 β4
]T
. (A2)
We are interested in the probability of obtaining two pho-
tons in mode 1 and one photon in mode 2. We first cal-
culate the matrix D as in (17). Then we construct the 6
× 6 matrix B as
B =

D11 D11 D12 D13 D13 D14
D11 D11 D12 D13 D13 D14
D21 D21 D22 D23 D23 D24
D31 D31 D32 D33 D33 D34
D31 D31 D32 D33 D33 D34
D41 D41 D42 D43 D43 D44

. (A3)
Constructing ~γ as per (18), we obtain
γ¯ =
[
γ1 γ1 γ2 γ3 γ3 γ4
]T
. (A4)
Next, we replace the diagonal entries of B with γ¯ so
as to obtain
C =

γ1 D11 D12 D13 D13 D14
D11 γ1 D12 D13 D13 D14
D21 D21 γ2 D23 D23 D24
D31 D31 D32 γ3 D33 D34
D31 D31 D32 D33 γ3 D34
D41 D41 D42 D43 D43 γ4

. (A5)
Finally, the loop-Hafnian of the above matrix is calcu-
lated, and then used to calculate the concerned probabil-
ity using (19).
9Appendix B: Measurement matrix
Since our measurement matrix is large, it is impera-
tive that we develop a particular representation of the
measurement matrix such that its elements can be ef-
ficiently generated by knowing it’s indices alone. This
makes our algorithm efficient with respect to its memory
requirement.
In order to define the measurement matrix, we first
develop a representation for the vector (x) with all FCFs.
To this end, we define vectors specified by sets of photon
numbers in each mode {n1, n2, ...}, where ni denotes the
number of photons in the i-th mode as follows:
|n1, n2, ...)T = (· · ·1 · ·) ⊗ (· · 1 · ··) ⊗ ...
↑ ↑
n1 + 1 n2 + 1 ...
. (B1)
Here the lower indices indicate the positions of 1 in each
component of the tensor product, and the remaining en-
tries are zeros. Using this representation, we can then
decompose the vector x of all FCFs of an N mode sys-
tem as follows:
x =
∑
n1,...,nN
αn1,...,nM |n1, ..., nN ). (B2)
Here, the coefficients αn1,...,nN are non-negative and sum
up to one.
We will now see how to define the measurement matrix
in this representation. For this, let us first define the
following auxiliary vectors
γni = 1
⊗i−1 ⊗ (· · 1 · ··) ⊗ 1⊗N−i
↑
ni + 1
. (B3)
where 1 = (1, 1, 1, ...) and (· · 1 · ··) are K dimensional
vectors and K − 1 is the maximum photon number in a
mode. γni is defined such that γnix gives the marginal
probability of having ni photons in the i-th mode. By
choosing different ni, we can then obtain the marginal
probability distribution of the photon numbers in mode
i.
In order to find the marginal distributions of two
modes, we use the entry-wise products γni  γnj such
that (γni  γnj )x is just the marginal probability of si-
multaneously finding ni photons in the i
th mode and nj
photons in the jth mode. These quantities allow us to
write the marginal distributions of photonic occupations
in pairs of modes.
In the problem that we are concerned, the measure-
ment matrix A consists of rows indexed by (ni, nj) given
as
Ani,nj = γni  γnj . (B4)
This matrix describes the transition from the joint distri-
bution of FCFs for all modes and marginal distributions
for pairs of modes. Using this form of the measurement
matrix, the vector of joint marginal distributions (y) is
given as
yni,nj = Ani,njx. (B5)
We can now apply compressive sensing methods to our
problem.
